Cheongsam
Overview :The cheongsam, also known as qipao, is a one-piece Chinese ladies’ dress. It is tight fitting with side slits
and high-fitted Mandarin collar. From the 1920s to the ’50s , it was an everyday wear – teachers and office
ladies wore it to work. In the ’60s, as Western wear became more popular, Chinese women wore the
cheongsam only on special occasions such as at parties or at wedding dinners. However in the ’70s and the
’80s, the cheongsam was slowly replaced by Western ready-to-wear garments. From the ’90s onwards,
designers such as John Galliano, Vivienne Tam, Alan Chai, Lai Chan and Priscilla Shunmugam were
inspired by the elegance and the flattering silhouette of the cheongsam, showcasing it in many styles on
their runway shows. And it gained more fans when they saw Maggie Cheung’s beautiful wardrobe of
cheongsams in the movie "In the Mood for Love". Today, the cheongsam is still worn by Chinese women at
wedding banquets and on Chinese New Year. Younger women who wear the cheongsam see it as a modern
fashion outfit rather than a traditional Chinese dress. In this class, you will learn how to adjust the pattern of
a cheong sam, and adjust it to fit your silhouette.
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The cheongsam, also known as qipao, is a one-piece Chinese ladies’ dress. It is tight
fitting with side slits and high-fitted Mandarin collar. From the 1920s to the ’50s , it was
an everyday wear – teachers and office ladies wore it to work. In the ’60s, as Western
wear became more popular, Chinese women wore the cheongsam only on special
occasions such as at parties or at wedding dinners. However in the ’70s and the ’80s,
the cheongsam was slowly replaced by Western ready-to-wear garments. From the ’90s
onwards, designers such as John Galliano, Vivienne Tam, Alan Chai, Lai Chan and
Priscilla Shunmugam were inspired by the elegance and the flattering silhouette of the
cheongsam, showcasing it in many styles on their runway shows. And it gained more
fans when they saw Maggie Cheung’s beautiful wardrobe of cheongsams in the movie
"In the Mood for Love". Today, the cheongsam is still worn by Chinese women at
wedding banquets and on Chinese New Year. Younger women who wear the
cheongsam see it as a modern fashion outfit rather than a traditional Chinese dress. In
this class, you will learn how to adjust the pattern of a cheong sam, and adjust it to fit
your silhouette.

Course Duration :SSG Approved Training & Assessment Hours

40.0

40:00

Certificate Issuance :Upon successful completion of the course, student will be awarded the Certificate of Completion by TaF.tc.

Register your interest! :hbspt.forms.create({ portalId: "4221236", formId: "0be4c9f1-4e4d-46e7-ba49-532af1a20336" });

Course Fee:Singaporean / PRs (SSG)
SkillsFuture Singapore Grant (SSG)
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Singaporean (WTS)
Workfare Training Scheme (WTS)
Aged ≥ 35 years and earning ≤ $2,000/month
Full Course Fee Application Fee

S$ 1,200.00

S$ 12.00

Singaporean (SFMCES)
SkillsFuture Mid-Career Enhanced Funding (SFMCES)
All Singaporeans aged 40 years and above
Full Course Fee Application Fee

S$ 1,200.00

S$ 12.00

SMEs (ETSS)
Enhanced Training Support Funding (ETSS)
SME with employment size ≤ 200 or annual sales turnover ≤ S$ 100 million
SME can claim additional 20% of full gross fee under ETSS where applicable
Full Course Fee Application Fee

S$ 1,200.00

S$ 12.00

Less: SSG Grant

-
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Total Fees Payable (Inclusive
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S$ 0.00

-
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International Students
Full Course Fee Application Fee

S$ 1,200.00

S$ 12.00
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